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Thank you for taking the time to review our first COE as Global Compact Members. This year
has been a tremendous year of growth of our network as we crossed the 1000 member mark by
the end of 2023. We also held our first in person summit which attracted hundreds of members
and guests and defined our mission as the leading global alliance of professionals dedicated to
social impact entertainment education, connection and empowerment.

As the head of Corporate Social Responsibility communication and brand storytelling, I was able
to spearhead many of the objectives we wished to achieve as members of the Global Compact,
including obtaining membership to the SDG Media Compact which we felt was complimentary to
our membership and as a resource for Global Compact. We were warmly welcomed by the UN
Department of Strategic Communications, which it has been an honor and privilege for us to
collaborate, ideate and execute on events like the Brand Story SDG panel at the UNGA 2023 in
New York City. Hundreds of Global Compact members watched the live stream.

But we’ve just begun. Before the end of the year we signed our pledge to the Forward Faster
initiative (FF) and we are already consulting with Global Compact to assist in the development
of more stories to encourage other Global Compact members to sign onto the pledge and use
media to communicate their progress on goals.

It is therefore, a great honor to reconfirm our commitment to the Global Compact for the
following year, and look forward to intensifying the initiatives we have successfully started that
will assist and educate Global Compact members better use media to achieve and report their
progress on goals.

With many resources created and delivered, we look forward to becoming a more direct impact
to the Global Compact through engagement of members through collective action and hosting
Global Compact events where members can learn and be inspired about the power of media to
progress on SDG and FF goals.

Frank Connelly, Board Member and Head of CSR, Global Compact Representative, SIE Society



Social Impact Entertainment Society is the leading
global alliance in Social Impact Entertainment. Our
mission is to educate, connect and empower
professionals in entertainment, non-profit and
business to harness storytelling in all media for
greater social good and measurable impact.

The goal of SIE Society is to provide a common framework from which media creators can
make an impact and advocate for the metrics that support the impact media has on audiences.

The choice of a common framework to categorize and measure impacts was a major
decision for SIES. Whatever framework we chose would very much inform and guide 1)
the resources we provide; 2) the educational tools we create; 3) the message and
recommendations we make regarding SIE best practices.

We chose the Sustainable Development Goals as our common lexicon and have grown
from a couple hundred members to over 1000 professionals in the media and cause
marketing from around the world.

Engagement 1: Framing our resources around the SDG’s:

https://siesociety.org/resource-library/

https://siesociety.org/resource-library/


Engagement 2: Educating about the importance of using the SDG’s as the common lexicon for
developing SIE, and in particular why it is important to corporate social responsibility and social
behavior change communication:

https://siesociety.org/what-is-sie-sbcc-csr-getting-started/#SDGs

Engagement 3: Integrated understanding of how to use the SDG’s as a common tool and
lexicon for creating SIE for corporate communication, brand storytelling and cause marketing.

The product of over a year of work, Frank Connelly, a CSR
communications expert, Hiroki Kamada and Elyza Halpern of
Prodigium Pictures (a B-corp production company) authored the
single most authoritative manual on how the critical three
stakeholders: 1) business leadership, 2) creative producers, and 3)
cause marketers, need to collaborate to create SIE that makes impact,
and how to report these as progress on the SDGs.

This book has been distributed FOR FREE to all 1000 SIES members,
and over 100 corporations. It is hoped that this manual can be utilized as a learning tool
for the Global Compact and has already been converted into a lesson plan and webinar
content.

https://siesociety.org/what-is-sie-sbcc-csr-getting-started/#SDGs


Excerpt from Brand Story Handbook



Engagement 4: A dedicated executive for Corporate Social Responsibility, UN Global Compact,
UN Media Compact and SDG Storytelling

Through our constant collaboration with UN Dept of Strategic Communication and SDG
Media Compact, Head of CSR Frank Connelly organized high level panel discussions that
bring to light, and better understanding, of the importance of communicating SDG
progress through media and within the CSR of the entertainment industry.

One panel was at the UNGA SDG MEDIA ZONE 2023 NYC



The other a SDG Lens Panel, at SIES’s Impact+Profit Summit in LA 2023 where high level
Hollywood and UN Communications representatives discussed how mass media can be
an opportunity to orient themes and impact around progress on the SDGs.



During the same event Head of CSR Frank Connelly, for SIES, was a panelist on the
Johns Hopkins SBCC panel that discussed gender in Hollywood and corporate America
through the lens of the Barbie Movie and its commentary on corporate patriarchy.





Engagement 5: The SDG Impact Lens
One of the main drivers of interest in SDG’s has been the case studies we publish and use for
our educational webinars and panel discussions. Professionals get the most benefit from
practical examples of how companies have told powerful stories using a diverse mix of media,
and these can and should be aligned with the SDG’s as a storytelling framework or as a way to
view the impact media is having on any one, or a number of the goals. These have taken the
form of case studies in our books which cross reference the SDG’s, or film reviews that are seen
through the “SDG lens” as a way of advocating an SDG media mindset.

Excerpt from our standard Case Study Format that identifies the SDGs the story touched.

#SDGLens movie poster modified to reflect
the SDG themes along the right column as
a template for all SDG Lens movie reviews
which informs about the movie’s quality as
art, and its qualities of raising awareness
of SDG themed issues.



Engagement 6: Looking Ahead to deeper learning and opportunities for engagement with
members of the UN GLOBAL COMPACT.

High level discussions with UN Dept of Strategic Communications and the SDG Media Compact
have determined that the resources, manuals, know-how, professional media network,
academics and CSR leadership that has been developed over the past year can be leveraged
further to create larger collaborations directly with UN Global Compact, including but not limited
to committing to Forward Faster, and producing a short documentary that can be shown at the
2024 UNGA. Head of CSR Frank Connelly, SIES is updating the Brand Story Handbook to
include updated Case Studies and a section designed specifically for the C-Suite that assists
business leaders appreciate the power of brand storytelling and its use as an SDG reporting
mechanism.

Engagement 7: Expanding coalitions to increase relevance for Global Compact members.

Many of the SIES network members including co-founder Will Nix
have been instrumental in constantly expanding the network and
investment of professional resources that better position SIES as a
leader in providing media ways and means to communicate SDGs,
and media platforms that can help Global Compact members learn
and amplify their impact.

Gaming is a rapidly growing and evolving field, driven by emerging
technologies that are transforming the way we collaborate and
communicate with each other. Through the special initiatives and

programs featured below, Games for Change is fostering communities of practice for
people of all ages to collaboratively design the future of gaming, today.


